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stmctures obtained are essentially the same as Bunn's model. The 
molecule slightly rotates as the temperature increases. The 
discrepancy factors are not so good. This may be attributed to the 
fact that the hydrogen atoms associated with hydrogen bonds were 
ignored. Therefore, the difference synthesis was made by using the 
data at lOOK. It is possible to find three peaks on the map of the 
difference synthesis. Two peakes can be interpreted by the 
intennolecular hydrogen bonds as Bunn suggested. Third peal' should 
be attlibuted to the intramolecular hydrogen bonds in the isotactic 
sequence of the atactic configuration, which was first proposed by 
Murahashi et al. for the isotactic poly( vinyl alcohol). 
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Although nylons have been known for well over 60 years, 
there still remains considerable confusion in the literature con
cerning the nature and stability of their crystalline structures. How
ever all the stable structures reported at low temperature have a 
single hydrogen bond direction as a common characteristic. More 
confusing is the nature of the pseudohexagonal structures attained 
when nylons are heated above the "Brill transition temperature" 
and also the metastable pseudo hexagonal structures characteristic 
of quenched samples. Whereas earlier models postulated random 
amide rotational jumps of 60° to explain the high temperature hex
agonal phases (Brill, Prakt. Chem. 161, 49, 1942), the later exper
imental evidences suggest transitions involving methylene seg
ment librations (Wendolowski et al, Science 247, 431 1990). 

In recent years, we have carried out a systematic effort aimed 
at investigating polyamides in which an isolated methylene group 
is placed between two amide groups. Although a pseudo hexagonal 
packing is characteristic, the experimental data point to structures 
with either three (Belle et al, Polymer 35, 1231. 1994), two 
(Aceituno et al, Macromolecules in press) or one (Franco et al, 
Macromolecules 27, 4284, 1994) hydrogen bond direction(s) which 
are different from the conventional y fonn of nylons. Crystallo
graphic and quantum mechanical studies on model compounds 
support these new structures and also reveal that some dicarbonvlic 
units as glutaryl residues (NavaJTo et al, J. Am. Chem. Soc. li7, 
7307, 1995), tend to be in a folded confom1ation, where the two 
C-0 directions are rotated. With these results on hand we study 
the nylons 65 and 55 as representatives of glutaric acid deriva
tives. Experimental data from uniaxially oriented fibers and lamel
lar crystals show a monoclinic or a pseudohexagonal unit cell, 
depending on the diamine unit. However the results suggest simi
lar structures where each molecule is linked to its four neighbors 
by a network of hydrogen bonds made by amide groups in two 
different 01ientations. Particular conformations for the glutaryl 
residues play a decisive role in establishing such a unique struc
tures. Temperature-induced structural chanzes have also been stud
ied, showing that the monoclinic packing ;f nylon 65 reverts to a 
pseudohexagonal one at 190° C. Modifications are believed to 
occur without changes in the hydrogen bond system. 
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A poly( methacrylate) with highly tapered side chains: poly{2-
{ 2- [2-(2-methacry loy loxyethoxy )ethoxy ]ethoxy} ethy 1-3,4,5-
tris(p-dodecyloxy-benzyloxy)-benzoate}, has been shown to form 
an ordered hexagonal structure at room temperature, and to under
go transitions to a columnar hexagonal liquid crystalline phase 
above ~40°C and to an isotropic phase above ~ 1 OOOC. In the co
lumnar hexagonal phase, the structure consists of cylinders of di
ameter 60.4A at 40°C, decreasing to 53.0A at 95°C, in which there 
is little internal order other than limited stacking conelations for 
the side chains. In the ordered hexagonal state at room tempera
ture, the cylinders have an ordered intemal structure with an axial 
repeat of 5.03A. Based on the observed density, this repeat would 
contain 8 monomer units within a cylinder of diameter 59.8A (at 
21.6°C). Strong off-meridional intensity on the first layer line sug
gests that the "planes" of the aromatic units are tilted by 40-50° to 
the chain axis. Possible 8-fold helical models have been refined to 
obtain qualitative agreement with the observed X -ray intensity data. 
Parallel investigations of the structure of the unpolymeJized mono
mer precursor also show the existence of supramolecular assem
blies forming ordered hexagonal and columnar hexagonal phases. 
Of particular interest are the dimensional chanzes that occur with 
temperature, and the effect of annealing on the~e data. 
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Poly( di-n-alkyl silanes), having the fommla -(SiR2)-, display 
both an ordered structure (the exact nature of which depends on 
the specific alkyl group) and a disordered structure, described as 
hexagonal packing of rod-like molecules. Polysilaethylenes, hav
ing the general formula -(SiR2-CH2)-, also undergo a transition to 
a disordered phase prior to melting. Diffraction studies m·e being 
used to characte1ize the ordered structures and the nature of the 
disordered phases for these series of mate1ials. 

Poly(di-n-pentyl silane) [PdnPS] has a 7/3 helical confom1a
tion in the ordered phase at room temperature. A planm· zig-zag 
conformation has also been observed in a sample ofPdnPS cooled 
to -l5°C for several hours. The diffraction pattem is consistent 
with a unit cell having dimensions a=l3.7A, b=21.4A, c=4.0A, 
and angles of 90 de g. A transformation to the 7/3 helical structure 
occurs at 35°C, and the structure disorders at about 70°C. In the 
disordered phase, neither lateral registry between chains nor a spe
cific helical structure remains. 

There m·e considerable similmities in the powder patterns for 
the unsubstituted (R=H) and for the symmetiically substituted 
polysilaethylenes having ethyl, propyl, butyl, or pentyl side chains. 
Unlike the highly ordered poly( di-n-hexyl silane), only m11orphous 
scatte1ing has been obtained thus fm· from the poly(di-n-hexyl
silaethylene). The fiber pattern of -(SiH2CH2)- indicates that the 
polymer adopts a planm· zig-zag conformation and a unit cell hav
ing dimensions a=5.70A, b=8.75A, c=3.25A and y=97.6 deg. In 
pm·allel with efforts to obtain fiber pattems, analysis of the pow
der pattems of the other polysilaethylenes is cunently underway, 
assisted by vmious modeling techniques. 


